"We received a large volume of mail and it was a pleasure to hear from so many DXers with the help of the National Radio Club." - Silas Bell, Chief Eng., WANT, Richmond

**DX CALENDAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kc/s</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>Legend</th>
<th>AM-EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 9</td>
<td>W<em>A</em>C*B</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>Kittanning, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>N<em>R</em>C</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K<em>S</em>E*C</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>Durant, Oklahoma</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>T<em>E</em>S*T</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>G<em>B</em>H*E</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>Halifax, Nova Scotia (CBH)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>N<em>R</em>C</td>
<td>4:30-5:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>W<em>A</em>C*B</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>Kittanning, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>N<em>R</em>C</td>
<td>5:00-6:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>W<em>S</em>I*E</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>New Orleans, Louisiana</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>N<em>R</em>C</td>
<td>5:30-6:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>W<em>S</em>I*E</td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>Sturgis, Michigan</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>N<em>R</em>C</td>
<td>5:30-6:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>W<em>S</em>I*C</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>Welch, West Virginia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>T<em>E</em>S*T</td>
<td>3:45-4:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>K<em>U</em>L*E</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>Ephrata, Washington</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>T<em>E</em>S*T</td>
<td>3:00-4:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>K<em>R</em>I*O</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>Longview, Texas</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>N<em>R</em>C</td>
<td>4:30-5:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>W<em>E</em>L*W</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>N<em>R</em>C</td>
<td>3:45-4:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K<em>S</em>R*O</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>Santa Rosa, California</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>N<em>R</em>C</td>
<td>3:45-4:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Asterisks indicate programs for NBC DX-Special Contest. # Note time change on WMH.

This is the program you have been awaiting! You'll hear the NBC Convention interviews interspersed over the course of two hours on Dec. 9, 4:00-6:00 a.m. On Mon. Dec. 10, WAGS will be on again with music especially for western and New Zealand members of NEC, with KHON silent at that hour. Better grab the first 2-hour, for we believe WLOS signs on at 5:30 for the day. Our hearty thanks to Joe Pelletier.

"We are very happy to find that you have chosen KSSO as a DX station for your club. We are happy to comply with your request and will give you a program at 0300 Dec. 9 1951. As per your request it will be a music program with frequent station breaks and technical information concerning our station," writes Mr. Parish, in part. We look forward to this test from rarely-heard KSSO. Info from Sid Rosenbaum.

"I am pleased to advise you that I am making arrangements to broadcast the special show 4:30-5:00 a.m. EST, Monday, Dec. 10th. Program content will be musical, interrupted with comments on our location and frequent station identification," says Mr. Kennedy, in part. This is a 100-watt, a mere logging for us DX fans. CMJS will also be on, making it tougher. Program arranged for NEC by Sid Rosenbaum.

"May I say that WSMB will be more than pleased to arrange a special test program for your club," advises Mr. Arthur. WSMB is an old timer, but a station not very often heard by the DX fans, it seems. We hope they will be heard far and wide on this special DX Program, and we also hope you will all tune in, even if you have verified WSMB in the past. An interesting show is expected, too. Arranged by Sid Rosenbaum.

"We are scheduling a special test broadcast for your organization on Monday morning Dec. 10 at 4:30 AM CST. We will be happy to send a special souvenir to members of your organization who respond to this special test," writes Mr. Palmquist. So, here is a new station for us to tune for, and one mostly all of us need. We hope WSMB will be heard by all of you, near and far. Information from Dick Northup, and Sid.
Barbie Duffy - 94 Lander Avenue - Staten Island 14, New York.

Thanks to the good work of our very efficient CPO by 'lining up' WBNL and WATG plus my stumbling upon WHJC, I've gone one over the top of 2,000 heard stations, tophavey majority of which have verified. My recent listening was thusly: 11/15 - WBNL's DX logged atop the all-nighters at 12:30 a.m., WATG 14:50 s/o in clear at 12:30 a.m., WAPX 1300 s/o in the clear at 1:00, WATG's DX well-received at 3:50. No sign of KNOG & KEN at 12:30. WBNL's much-appreciated ET 3:55-4:00, no sign of KFAR & GEAR's DX. Seems I'll never hear an Alaskan. Have been gunning for one for 23 years. 11/26 - KOIL 1290 on with a once-a-week 24-hour program, asked reports on it. At 3:05 A.M. an unknown on 600 kc/s, played a dance orch. record and left an open carrier on; WAB 550 had Spanish records, f/o at 3:25-3:45 - apparently a 4th Monday test. 710 kc/s, had non-talk record player on 3:45-4:05. WATG 1340, DX loud and clear at 4:05, no sign of KFST. Recent varies are nice letters from CQJ PTSA WMAM & WIPC and a temporary postal for WCMC. I appreciated the club tip cards but contrarily the first of them telling of KNOG and CQJ, was unexplainedly delayed 9 days from cancellation till delivery. I also appreciated Sid Rosenbaum's tip card

YOUR REPORTS ARE WELCOMED - ESPECIALLY IF YOU HAVE TAKEN THE TROUBLE TO DOUBLE SPACE.
December 1, 1951

"D. X. M. W. S."
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Back in the hills once again with a few days' delay en route to Mt. Home AFB, Idaho, from Randolph. Using the bigger receiver I am mostly just logging all-nighters that have gone on the air since I left this part of the country along with a few of the bigger stations which I never did report. It is no fun to write a station which you can hear at any time and most of the bigger stations do not appreciate a fellow's reports as smaller hard-to-hear stations. 11/13 - WCHD, Johnstown, Pa. TT, 11/17 - WMON, Montgomery, W. Va., TT 1540, WBB, Cleveland Heights, O. 1490 on regular, WMP Milwaukee, Wis. 1340, regular, WNOE New Orleans, La. 1060 regular, WNAO, Raleigh, N.C. 850 regular, KONO San Antonio, Tex., 860 regular. 11/19 - WHDJ Matewan, W. Va. 1350 ET-7T at 2:38 to 2:41 when it left the air. Also heard again at 3:35 with identification but not modulation. Band S-8 on the meter but part of that is WAT which was crowding him here at this close distance. Matewan is located in Mineral County only 5 miles from Williamson on the Kentucky border and had a population of 905 in 1949. KERR, Rolla, Mo. TT on 1490; WHEB, Welch, W. Va., 1340 TT (courtesy report only as I recently received a nice verification at Randolph in which Oscar Gildemann, engineer said, "Our business is broadcasting to mountaineers even in Texas.") WENX, Whiteville, N.C. f/c, WTXJ, Burlington, Del. test for NRC only S6 and R6 here on 1280, WNOA was not heard due to some other western station on frequency. WJXO, St. Augustine, Fla. 1240 TT 4:03 to 4:10; WSIP Paintville, Ky. regular monthly f/c 4:20 to 4:29; WCR, Morrisstown, Tenn. f/c 4:30 to 4:40, WSBC Benningville, S.C. on regular at 5:00 p.m. They put an even S9 signal in here but suddenly left air at 5:15 without any sign off; then GEE Windsor appeared on same frequency of 1550 kc/s. 11/20 - WDVJ, Danville, Va. 1250 at 4:30 p.m., WHKY, Hickory, N.C. on top at 5:00 p.m., 1290; WHEB Augusta, Ga. 1480 at 5:15. WANE, Ft. Wayne, Ind. 1450, TT 2:20 to 2:30; WJL, Williamson, Del. regular; WTS, Marianna, Fla. 1340 f/c with Birmingham 3:00 to 3:15; WJFF Harrin, Ill. 1340 mixed tons and music 3:17 to 3:30; WOHE Winchester, Tenn. 1340 special test for NRC 3:30 to 4:02; WHJL Matewan, W. Va. ET al morning; WWDA Los Angeles, Cal., regular at 4:24 on 1150 with WCEN, Mt. Pleasant, Mich, in background testing at 4:28 were both taken out at 4:30 by WQX Akron, Ohio, s/on. And that's all from Troy - "Crossroads of Radio Waves."

William J. Prater - "The Hillbilly DXer" - Grimsley, Tenn.

The Verie-Signers List is a great addition to the bulletin and I appreciate it very much - in fact, I find myself using it very frequently. Latest dope from here, the South that is, are reports out to KIST 1340 f/c-7T 3:00-3:15 on 11/5; or 11/7 WHHH was on for an Election Party. I've been looking for them a long time. 11/9 - KCHJ 101.1 Delano, Cal., on BT with good old Hillbilly music with infrequent IDs 4:27-5:00. Same date WLCI was ETing on 1340 at 4:45. 11/11- WMC ET broke through WNOE-WITH-CMCO, tough but heard 4:30-5:05. 11/13 - WQX was very tough in this area with WKY QM. Nice of WPAT to stand by & thank-you card was sent. 11/13 - WPAZ heard with TT and voice on 1370 from 4:41 to 5:01. 11/17 - KURY, 710, Bingham, Tex. very good on f/c as given in a recent bulletin 2:00-2:15. 11/18 while trying for KPST DX which was not heard I did hear KATY 1340 San Luis Obispo, Cal. for a few moments at about 3:43 on f/c. 11/22 - WJBC, 1360 was heard in clear on ET 3:32 to 3:45 a/off. Now for the verifications: WLCI typed card, no signer, but promised more info later; WJLC a very nice letterhead, WHEA letter very prompt, CKLB nice form letter for 11/44, WJLH nice letter, PO Box 390; CJBQ letter stating reports from Fla. & N.M. farther than mine, good DX here. WANT lengthy letter, very fine for DX show, WHEA letter from our friend Becky Bellamy stating that my report was almost a letter from home as she formerly lived in No. Ga. near Chattanooga. KFEN typed card for 10/1. KRUX brief letter for 10/1, add: Hotel Westward Ho, Phoenix, Ariz., and Ed Marosa CE at WJWL answered my f/up with a nice letter saying my 1st report had been lost or misplaced. This makes the active Del. stations verified 100%. WLCI varie makes S.C. 100%. I have Ohio (except WWKO) reported 100% lacking answers from WIBO & WNXT. La. is completely verified. Need answers from WFFS & WKEH to have Tenn. complete. W. Va. reported 100% lacking a reply from WHJJ reported today 11/22 to make state complete. Been digging like heck for WCMJ as they are all I need in the Penduile State. I have rpt out to WFUL in Fulton. Very recently reported WQAF places Ca. in select group if it wasn't for WAYX who has always failed to confirm reports throughout the years. I'll be looking forward to the many fine DXes arranged by the CPC. Reports sent to CJBQ WTUX WCDT even though not needed, hrd on DX programs and info passed on to them.
8 new ones this week. Makes me feel good again. Now heard 1519. On Mon. 11/19, WTUX-1290, Wilmington, Del. heard very weakly on DX but heard enough for report 3:30-4:00. On 11/20, WTIX-1450, New Orleans, La. heard for 5 minutes on ET at 5:15. Then going up to Galva over Thanksgiving I really went to town. On 11/23-24, WAVA, 1580, briefly through QRM at 5:30 p.m. Then on 11/24, KDKD, 1280, Clinton, Mo. s/ on 6:30 through terrific QRM; WPTT-730, Pittsburgh, Pa. through WVEE at 7:15, and WITZ-990, Jaspersburg, Ind. s/ on 6:30. All were having trouble getting in but enough for a report on each. In the evening K Moo-900, Conyers, Texas on regular programs, s/off with KOLW at 6:29 p.m., and 11/25, KVIV-1540, San Antonio, easy from 3:00-4:00. Also heard WBNL and CFAR easily on DXes. CFAR with marches, WBNL with lots of hillbilly music. Lots of reports out this week. Sent letters to KVIV-1540 with good reception on 11/22 from 2:00-3:00. WAVU-1530 on ET 11/22, 2:00-2:41. WAVU WITX-1580, New Orleans, La. heard for 5 minutes on ET at 5:15. Then going up to Galva over Thanksgiving I really went to town. On 11/23-24, WAVA, 1580, briefly through QRM at 5:30 p.m. Then on 11/24, KDKD, 1280, Clinton, Mo. s/off at 6:30, KMOO also heard 11/25 at 6:30 s/off. KVIX, 1540, on ET 11/25, 3:00-4:44 easily here; KXHN-1520 on audience check to 4:01 s/off on 11/25. WAVU-330 on ET 5:13-5:45, good here; CFAR from 4:00-4:30 on DX with marches. Veries this week from WEAK-1480; WGBI-1480; WANT-920; KLEE-310; KRIC-1450. These are just up to Wednesday. "DX News" is getting better every issue. As long as all you fellows keep writing in your reports, "DX News" will stay up at the top. I don't know of any better way to keep up to date with what's happening in the DX field than by being a member of the good old NBC. Well, coming home Monday I found a card verie from KCNA-580, and letters from VSFA-1440; KBED-1600, KPBX-1500, and UCDS-1100. Monday Al was also good for DX, 5 new ones heard, but no KPST, RAM-1340, Oil City, Pa. on ET, heard through KBET at 2:31, then KORK, 1340, Las Vegas, Nev, logged 2:30-3:00 through another station. Can anybody tell me who? Does WATO go until 3:00? CJJO-1450, Guelph, Ont. s/off 3:31. KENA-1450, Eau Claire, Wis, on audio distortion tests, S-8 at 3:27, using carrier and tone. Last of all, WATG-1340, Ashland, O. heard fair on DX from 4:00-5:00. Good DX to all of you fellows.

Pete Jacobson - 5217 South Portland Avenue - Minneapolis, Minn.
KOIS, Pryor, Okla. 1570-250, report of special DX show Nov. 1. Lakes Area Broadcasting Co., 5th & South Mill, Box 1444. WNAO, Raleigh, N.C. 850-1000/5000. WNAO is 24 hours as most of you should know by this time. Only silent time is Mondays 12-7. WNAO "Your Family Station, Broadcasting Service of the News and Observer, 219 South McDowell St. WANT, Richmond, Va. 990-1000-D report of 11/1. WNAO's 11/1, the 1st and only time I ever heard WNAO too. Back to WANT, there are no regular f/c's as they are checked during the day by Button Monitoring Service of Catonsville, Md. Hours for Nov. 6:45-5:30. 513 East Main St. He said in a PS, "There must be a couple of thousand NEC members or more." I don't think we have that many or do we? He also sent a WANT business card which was very much appreciated as well as verie. I had never had WANT before and most likely never will again unless they test or put on another special, hi. WJON, St. Cloud, Minn. 1340-250-AFC finally verified after 5 tries, reports of 2/5 & 8/18. Granite City Broadcasting Co., Hotel St. Cloud. WHHH Warren, O. 1440-5000-MBS, 6:45AM-MdT, a 5-element directional array, beamed NE & SE. Studios are in downtown Warren and transmitter at Lordstown, O, 6 miles south of Warren. The Warren Tribune Radio Station, Inc. Report of 11/7. WYBE, Wytheville, Va. 1280-1000-D, report 11/7. "We are situated in a small town of 5500 population, 2850' above sea level, tower 200'. We are in the mountains of SW Va, but can put out a good signal due to height and ground system." FO Box 432. They also sent me a package of matches with WYBE on them. That's it for this week and the very best of luck to each and every one of you from your friend Pete.

WHAT THE CALL LETTERS MEAN, by GENE FRANCIS.
KVLK "Voice of the Last Frontier" VLBL Leonard Cee, licenses.
WLP "World's Largest Peanut Market." WSLB St. Lawrence Broadcasters
KAVE (location of Carlsbad Caverns) KRGO Redwood Coast of Oregon
WUMB Governor Frank Murphy WFIG "World's Foremost Iris Gardens."
KRD Broadway ARCADE Building WCCM "We Cover Coastal Massachusetts."
Season is looking better all the time now, and good nights far outnumber the bad ones. Recent varies KDLW WYRO WBEI WORE WTOO WSKY WACB (thanks, Joe) KQCB KPKW WFMG KOLS-DX WANT-DX KVOW WFAK WHAW WWNO WPAL & WFBF. 24 reports out, & if WBNL & KPST crash through with their specials will give me 2 more. 11/8- KGDE, Fergus Falls, Minn. testing new transmitter on 1250 at 1:45 using TT. WMT, Dublin, Ga, 1340, using tone & GW identification 2:15-2:30. Also heard KSET on same channel in El Paso Texas s/off at 2:30, and then picked up KDYU, on 1010 in Crestview, Fla., on f/c, 2:30-2:45. KTMC McAllister, Okla. well heard on 1400 2:45-3:00 f/c-TT. WKTU, 350, Paducah, Ky. heard on regular sked 12:35 a.m. with news and f/c at 1:00 on 11/9 caught WEDC and the 1340 spot rewarded me with KETO Coloardo Springs, signing off at 2:05; KANE, New Iberia, La. heard testing at 1:30, and KOAM Albuquerque, N.M. regular sked at 2:45. WCNJ Matchicothes, La, heard on 1450 with f/c-TT 2:45-3:00, 11/13 WBNS, Columbus, O. ET at 1:50 followed by WHTB, 1450, Holland, Mich. WHAV 1450 f/c-TT 1:35-1:40; KCMG 1330, Texarkana, Tex. 2:00-2:15 f/c-TT. WPAL, Charleston, S. C. used unmodulated carrier test from 2:15-2:30. 11/15 - WPAZ, 1370, Pottstown, Pa. 4:45-5:00 f/c-TT, WNGC, Asheville, N.C. 5:30 s/on; WWIN, Kingsport, Tenn. 6:33 s/on followed by program of the Tenn. Mt. Boys, QMied by WJSAS in Pittsburgh. 11/17- 1:30 KLZ in Denver, Col. over WIND & then KVOD in Denver at 1:35 in clear here. 1:45, KTPR, Phoenix, Ariz. with KGW Portland, Ore. in background. Just caught 1 announcement from WIST in Charlotte N.C. at 2:01 a.m. on ET. KCSJ, 590, was strong here on f/c 2:00-2:15. WMON, Montgomery, W. Va. 1340, 2:30-2:45 f/c-TT, KTO, Ogden, Utah, 1430 on regular sked at 2:15 regular & then KHIO very loud on 600 with TT 3:00-3:15, 11/19 - KAVE heard over the 1340 mess at 1:30, regular. Same with WENG in Whitesville, N.C. who were OK with TT from 2:15-2:30 on 1240. WTUX was well received on their DX beginning at 3:30 and they had a swell show for us. Am sure everyone enjoyed this one. WIEL, Elizabethtown, Ky. was heard on 1400 from 4:00-4:15. Wouldn't we all give to have 1400 open just one night a week? Hi KOBE Las Crusas and WPAM, Pottsville, Pa. fought it out on 1450 from 4:00-4:15. WSIP, 1490, Paintsville, Ky. 4:15-4:30 ET TT back of WBSR. WCFB San Francisco, Cal. f/c-TT 4:30-4:45 and finally WLAG, 1240, La Grange, Ga. 4:40-4:50. 11/21 - WSTR, 1460, Sturgis, Mich. f/c-TT 12:40-12:49½. Incidentally WSTR will DX for us morning of Dec. 10 so check the DX special listings for all the dope, boys. Also 11/21, KDLH, Faribault, Minn. 1:00 s/off. KDAD, 1440, Amarillo, Tex. 1:00-1:15 f/c-TT. WHJQ, 1360, Matewan, W. Va. heard with ET 2:00-2:15. This is brand new. WANE, 1450, heard as per list 2:15-2:30, and WFPW, 1340, Columbus, Tenn. 2:30-3:00 band music. WWHR, 1320, Hornell, NY. 2:45-3:00 f/c-TT. WAEF 1590, Guayama, P.R. was heard from 3:00-3:15 with TT followed by DX program for NMEC featuring Latin music. 11/23- WMIQ, 1450, Iron Mountain, Mich. 2:00-2:15 f/c-TT. WCDL, 1230, Carbondale, Pa. 2:45-3:00 with recorded and mail order program. Are they an all-nighter now? WPGW, 1440, Portland, Ind. 2:45-3:30 ET. That's it for now. Hope you all have good luck on specials and best DX to all.

J. W. Brauner - 23 Howard Ave, Potsdam, N.Y.

At this post, DX has been quite good the past week but I still find new ones tough to find, all-nighters being the biggest stumbling block. I note WCFB & WCDL have gone into the all-night business again, the latter I hope temporarily, for he is one of the loudest on 1230 here. On the other hand, WPQQ and KEBG are crying for reports to keep 'em going. KOBE gets none from here! The DX is limited to WKFH who really rolled in nicely with his one-hour program, 45 minutes of music after the usual f/c-TT. Never did connect with his f/c before though we tried often. Also added WHJQ with short ET on 11/22 and WWKO on regular sked, 7:00-8:00 a.m. Tough to log here. WFCM had the 1580 floor most of the time until 8:00 o'clock, after which WWKO came in a bit better for a while, then faded out. Been trying for WMPF in PAs but no soap. Too much GB after WKLQ quits at 5:45. Among old ones heard, KLLE, 730, with f/c at 4:00-4:15 on 11/21 and what sounded like KOMC back of KNCB on his old 4th Friday f/c sked. Veris this time came from WHRA, a nice letter, plus my card returned on third follow-up of my second report, 12/6/48. Evidently a change in verie policy there. WANE, heard on a Sunday at 8:00-9:15 a.m.; WGA, KCNA who claims he was one of the last 1230 listeners, WLGM & KBEH. KBEH states installing some new equipment, so may do more testing. Also my own card back from KGIB on 1950 report. Thanks to v/s column, in "DX News." Just received card from Hal re KPST, etc. Sure is a fine service. Hope to log him this time. 73.
New stations to me continue to be heard here at a fairly good rate but the eerie situation is same as ever, SNAPI. Only one card in, a nice photo from KSUE. KWDA 980 is now running until 7:00 a... with D.J. show from King's Restaurant. Same remote the old KWKZ in Burbank used to have (what a pain). Some one asked if KPO was running all night, well they are. At least they are on plenty late and don't s/off Mondays either. A new all-night pass but probably a good catch for the fellows in the east is KOY on 650. He was not on last Monday but heard him on Wednesday. The MC's name is Bob Capp; the show "Garajamers' Revue." He said he would be on for a long time to come. Their phone number Ralphie is 50414. I for one will have to side with Bud Clarke on his later AM DXes as they certainly are more advantageous for us fellows on the coast. After all, many of those back east DXes (not that I could get many of them) are on so early the frequencies are not yet clear out here from stations on regular aired. I think the percentage will show most specials are for and only heard in eastern half of the U.S. KMPF, 710, is not on past 4:00. Must have been an ET with taped program AM I heard them. On 11/21, KHIN was on ET 1400 with tune and voice 3:30-3:40 over KBE. KBE now signs off at 3:45. The same AM picked up KNRR and KWWB on 2:00 f/cs as per list. Just before the call was changed too, on KWWB (hi, Dick Cooper.) On 11/5, KIYI and KFMR were heard on f/cs as per DDD and f/c list. On 11/17 copied WPDQ early AM show for report. I did not heard KNCG, not that I need them, but because they never verified. The reason I tuned in too late. The Card said on till 5:00. I didn't set the clock until 4:00 so just missed them. However I did hear KNOR on 1340 with f/c with Napa, Cal., longest f/c I ever heard and swell Dixieland music with my favorite band. He really came in here fine considering I get slop-over from KFAM on adjoining channel. If he was anywhere nearly as good to the east, most of the boys must have heard him. He promised to QSL by the way. On the same AM 11/19, copied WYAC for report and copied WNOG 1290 for 30 minutes reports and brief report on WHO, same channel at 5 on 5:45. They came through good just for a few minutes, balance of time, WNOG was prominent. Then on same channel, KVOO signed on at 5:55 with March. WNOG evidently signs off on 5:00. I would like to ask Len Kruse, I believe it was he who reported a verie from KFTA, "how he did it." Did you have to send new report, prepared card, or what. I wrote your signar but no answer. No more Cubs for me - the two I have written never answered. Form letter on nice letterhead from KLRE, letter from KCRS and KFDC for DX (out and back in a week) and nice photo card from KSUE. KSBR heard on f/c as per list under KSON.

WPCG (1320) a 1/2 reply and unsigned, mentions "at a later date a full station description." WAVEC (1330) a 9/10 "horny" bull-verie. (ain't ya got no more station-ary?) CKWV v/letters for 990, 1946 (sooo what?) (I'm patient) and 990. Skid is 24 hours except Monday 1/5 AM off for maintenance, both by Bud Clarke via Hal Stubs, P.D. DC mentions OFDA (1370) on air and approximately 4:00 PM EST s/off. A "Hornes dale" letter by FVU reminds me of WCDL (1250) has a new 24-hour 'FEST', 11/23. On 1340, a K station 2:35-3:00 off with National Anthem, then aMexican station and a faint TTER at 3:30 KCMU (sounded like KFAR) call and TT, then WAKG special. WPAB (550) TT-HCA 3:15-3:30 through KX. 24 hours. 11/25 - WNBK special NII-Len Kruse. 11/23 - WCEL 24 hours except Monday on 1000; KDO (810) 4/0 off to return at 5 PST; KBCE (740) long TT to C at 5:07; KNBC (680) 4:40 still regular; 11/22 - on 1500, KNR 2:00-2:40 off NMOH off to return at 5:45; 1420, KSTEM regular to 4, and WHK daily/c at 1:30; 1350, KMOD M/c 4:15-4:37; KNMD (740) daily test/calls through 5:28 s/on by WNBK who said WMB (11/21-1360 kc/s. had WHUO 1:35-1:29 s and WLCC s/off at 1:05 (through WKBH) while WJPS TT/c 4:00-5:00; 790 had regular WAEB 1:59 off and return at 5:55 CST, then WENB ending WX 7 off 2:00 to return at 6:50, then WXCH, nets to you; WQED (1370) with daily/c 2:35; WXFF (1590) regular M/c 3:40 still on and for NNRE etc; WGBF (1340) regular check even mentioned H. Wagy for special; KEND, 4:30 off; WOTW (900) 4:14-4:38 (Laffeyt; v/1 said no regular tests). Say, H. Wilyums, Jeno. 4374 416H 14:00-16:03 is French & then Spanish religious program. You fellows leave Sully alone or he'll pull the main switch during WAGB special. I bet Wagy got those new DX-heads by Dickering, seh? I'm grinning yet over reading Pop Edge trying to get a call in that CD test. That's nearly as bad as getting those no-call rats (hee, Pat) to talk. Now that "The Battle of Brooklyn" is settled, Laffy'll have a stamp for it on Dec. 10. Hope to get a few more antique veries so I'll have 1300 by 1952. 1392 is figure now
New ones back are WEAQ KWTL WYPA WCJM WAFW WJFJ WMAG WCNW KJAM CKRR. 11/20 - WCFL
another all-nighter. A Mexican on with WNBC at 3:17. KDFF, 790, at 3:53. TT on
1320, no voice 3:56-4:15. 190 and a foot of snow here. 11/21 - 80 today, WYTV,
1340, f/c 3:05-3:15 for Claude Gray. WJFF, 1340, special test at 3:16. KSST, 1420,
strong today. WOW, 900, ET at 3:37. 11/23 - 380. WHJU, 1370, ET at 3:54. KZW,
980, on top of GWVU. CFAC, 960, election returns, 4:00. Unknown on 730, 4:12 to 4:32.
11/23 - 450, hard rain and very dark. KCBS, 740, news at 3:00-3:15. 790 had
carrier, 3:15 to 3:22, no voice used. CJOY, 1280, loud at 3:24. 1340 had an ET and
signed off 3:30 but didn't catch call. WEAQ, 330 Government Place. This was sent to
Pop Edge to J. B. Rydall, thanks Pop. 11/24 - After TV programs off, sat in chair
and woke up at 5:30. WZMC, 1320, a typed card and no signer, full details later.
This was first broadcast. 11/25 - Mexican on 660, WYTV, 1370, ET at 3:16. WZMC,
1320, offering $25,00 lighter for furthest distant report. WZLU, 620, test at 3:55.
WENL on their DX for new one. KZW CFAR or KFAR not heard here on their DXes.
11/26 - 1340 had me at 2:40 to 3:00, sounded like KORX, with 11:55 news at 2:55. CJOY,
1450, with a DX at 3:12 to 3:30. TT and one with voice on 1340 at 3:20 to 3:45, no
voice heard or able to catch on either one. KITW, 1290, another all-nighter? KZW,
1340, 3:55:50 on until WATS came on and TT through WATS until I hit bed at 4:24. KZJ,
Varmal/Hotel, 1340, f/c second Wonda 4:4,5 to 5:00 for Pt. Reyes, Cal. CKBB is in-
stalling new limiter amplifier for greater signal strength. To Dick Cooper, you'll
have to ask Lefty how he counts as he counts differently than I do. (Pat - I count
"1, 2, 3, 4, etc., hi - Ed.)

First of all I wish to apologize to our swell CPC staff for not getting up the morn-
ings of the 25th and 26th. I set the alarm for both AMs but was just too dam tired
to make it, and I needed all of that. WENL has been reported but no answer, so will
deal them a letter stating that I could not get up for their DX and will enclose a
dupe of my other report. Will also send thank you cards to the others. As for DX
here, well I'll have to admit there hasn't been any. Not that I'm not trying, but
I've been just too tired, why? I don't know. Anyway late veries are all letters,
from KTHI replacing old card, KTER, same v/s as listed, WHEL WBBB WTCN replacing old
card - WMAG KZIM WAGL WZPF for our DX 56 Jan. 20, 1950 WZLU WZKE KZET KDMW WKJO re-
placing card - WZYF KDAL replacing card. Many of these are the result of tips in
"DX Down the Dial" so a belated thanks to those who sent in tips resulting in my veri-
ifying several stations. See in the 11/24 bulletin that KPST was coming on at 2:30-
3:00 instead of 3:00-3:30. So that's one I would have missed even if I had gotten
up. So that makes me feel a little better. Several reports still out unanswered,
and will get some more out you can be sure. Best of DX to all.

Whew! Monday AM, Nov. 19, was really a great morning for DXers! Four "local sta-
tions" were added to my DX Log on that date, namely KELY (1230) Elly, Nev. 4:15-4:30
on f/c, then KMOR (1340) Oroville, Cal. was heard for 1-hour 4:25-5:26 a.m. with a
f/c-test; then at 4:45-5 KNEZ (1340) Kalispell, Mont. logged on their f/c & the 4th
station for the AM was WFAU (1340) Augusta, Me., on their f/c-AM at 5, and one I
was thrilled to log. On 11/22 I logged for the first time WHJC (1360) Matewan, W. Va.
on an ET 3:30-3:45 a.m. and later than morning station WAVA (1560) Ava, Ill. was heard
s/on at 7:44 with its regular programs with "God Bless America." Station GFAR (690)
Flint Flon, Man. was heard fairly well with its AM show on 11/25. And both NEC tests
from KIVW WENL also on 11/25 came in swell. A nice job at the mike, Jack Rhea. But
no sign of KFAR DX shed for that AM. Latest veries were letters from WEAQ WYPA
WKLH WGLC WPAZ, cards from KATO ECMA. Thus I have reached that far-distant goal
of 2000 veries and that's a big accomplishment. Incidentally WZMC (1320) Ft. Smith,
Ark. had a DX program on 11/25 till at least 4 AM offering a $25.00 Ronsor table-mo-
del cigarette lighter to the furthest reporter to its DX show. Has an NEC member come
through as the winner?

News item: The National Broadcasting Company, the country's oldest network, is out to
increase the number of its affiliates throughout the U.S. The first three stations
to sign a contract with NBC in this current drive include: WJW (1390) Youngstown, O.,
WYTV (570) Paducah, Ky., and WINC (1400) Winchester, Va.

WE SUGGEST YOU USE COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS ON YOUR LETTERS AND AS RETURN POSTAGE.
Musings of the Members

Veries creeping in about one a day, now that I have finally gotten under way here. New are WNEW WMFM WKEY for report of 11/23/49, no follow-up. Said report overlooked. KOLS for DX, WANT DX, KGBW regular 5:00 a.m., s/on. This one has very attractive letterhead and also sent nice card. WTAN regular 6:00 a.m., s/on, WCDT for DX, KCQA on f/c as listed, WJBQ regular sked. WTBQ one of most beautiful cards ever received. Reports to WTSB WPQ, letter acknowledged, no veries, KCLS on f/c as listed, WNEP late evening report. WOTW testing 11/12 2:39 to 2:56 a.m., also heard 11/21 testing, maybe more. 11/19 - WTXD DX OK, WBTX f/c 2:58 to 3:30, WHAN f/c 3:20 to 3:25 a.m. 11/20 WEMF power house for report, WBBX on BT most of A.M. 11/21 - KGBW, 1470, for good report through the Mexican. WBBX heard late in the evening with safe arrival of Santa by plane. No DX until Sunday Nov. 25 - KIWW DX OK, also WBNL very loud on DX. Have been checking clear channels after 3:00 a.m. and find nearly all have Zed-ders and Aussies, not good enough to log but hope to log some soon. 1410 and 1430 are the best Aussies heard this season.

Hal Williams - 50 Third Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut

Only 4 additions to my reported log this week. 11/23 - KFTR (550) Bismarck, N.D. heard all AM after 2:15. WPDX (750) Clarksburg, W. Va. heard on regular sked 4:15-4:45 p.m. over WEDW-WHEB. 11/24 - KVOO (630) Denver, Col. strong and clear 1:45-2 s/off. 11/25 - KBU (1030) Corpus Christi, Tex. clear signal 6:35-6:55 when WBAZ came on for BT. No veries all week until Friday when I received 4 and 1 on Saturday. Total now 783. WCDT (1340) letter for NEC DX 11/12, KXAI (1240) Stuttgart, Ark. for f/c 10/23. WHEB (740) Portsmouth, N.H., all by letter. WBBX has a nice letterhead with a cut of transmitter and tower. They claim they have the only all-stell broadcasting building in the U.S.A. Also stated the record DX report of WHEB's signal was from Honolulu. QSL card from WVOK (690) Birmingham, Ala. for test 11/17. All except WHEB are for second or third reports, so 3 holdouts are in. Saturday, letter from WIPC (1280) Lake Wales, Fla., the Voice of Imperial Polk County, form letter on nice letterhead for 10/26/51 f/c. 73s.

David Dary - 121 North Eighth Street - Manhattan, Kansas

DX has really been good lately here. I can log KDKA around 4:00 p.m. almost every day with a 3-9+ signal. Have received cards from CBL 740 kc/s., 50000 watts, which mentioned on printed card that CBL studios are in Toronto, transmitter at Hornby, Ont and it is housed in the same building as the transmitter for CJBC, key station of the CBC Dominion Network, also 50000 watts. Both stations use the same aerial and are owned and operated by the CBC. Have also received a very nice letter from T. VenNees, CE of CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask. Stated station owned and operated by Central Broadcasting Co. Ltd., E. A. Rawlinsen, C.A. kgr. Power 5000 watts, 900 kc/s. Also received a nice card verie from KGBW, Honolulu, Hawaii, 590 kc/s. No signer on it. Logged KEEF, Houston, Tex. 5000 watts on 11/24, 610, and KKL, 610, 5000 watts on 11/24 almost at same time. Both stations had good signals. I can't seem to make heads or tails of the Spanish stations I hear in the evenings. I hope to be able to get more out of my EBGS as I have done most DX on SW. Just received a letter from KANE, 1240 kc/s., verie signed by E. E. Case, C.E. Back to Hawaiians, now have KULA KPOA and KGBW heard and veried. Heard KULA at 11:00 p.m. CST one night. 9+ signal and no interference. I don't see how I can get good reception here but I do. Manhattan is in a valley and it would seem to me that reception should be poorer. But of course I am not an expert. I'm going to try for KFAR and hope to get it. That's about all from here. Enjoying my membership in NBC very much - one of the best clubs.

Stan Morse - Bradford, Massachusetts

11/12 - WOTW on test, 2:50. KMW at s/off 3:00 a.m. WOTW DX through WGAU and in clear, 3:30-4:00 a.m. Veries, WJSW WMVR WAME WCQ. 11/21 - WKBX f/c at 3:00. WCDL new all-night show at 9-9 covering 1230. WPJP 3:20. WHCQ ET 3:37. Veries - KIST CKLB-DX WANT-DX-Test WERI KTEL & WFAK. 11/20 - WPON running BT, 5:21 p.m. 11/25 - KIWW tough with WCKY over-lap 3:11-3:45. VIIIOD test, 3:45. KWWH s/off at 4:00. WBNL OK at 4:00. Veries, KNUZ. Says will dedicate an hour to NRC from 2:00-3:00 EST, if wanted. KONA for last 1340 kc/s, f/c. Says 580 f/c will be same time and date. WKTW, and WCDT-DX.

Changes in Station Data - FCC

New - 1490 Laredo, Texas
250 U-1
DELETED - 1490 KKBAB Laredo, Texas
LOCATION CHANGE - 1070 - WXWN, to San Juan, Puerto Rico, from Aricibo.
A little late with this report but please note the color of the ink. DX good here. Weather cold but still no snow. How lucky can one get? Well, recent veries in are from KKIY, letter, KNOB, letter, Denver's KNBR, card and letter; KXLF, letter, KCOH letter (contest station), KILW, KVRN WNBW WMAG all letters. Cards from KSFV, WHEE, WWAT KXXX (contest station) KOP, KMOV & KOK. That's the veries in this past week. Loggings and letters sent out this week are KUSD, 930, Vermillion, S.D. transmitter check at 0:17. 11/18 - KYY, 1410, Sheridan, Wyo. at 2:05 with f/c. KTKT, 1490 kc/s, Tucson, Ariz. at 2:13 with f/c. KLVC, 1330, Leadville, Col. at 2:20 f/c. KYTE 1310 Mesa, Ariz. f/c at 11:00 transmitter check at 3:17. 11/19 - KYY, 1410, Sheridan, Wyo. at 2:05 with f/c. KTKT, 1490 kc/s, Tucson, Ariz. at 2:13 with f/c. KLVC, 1330, Leadville, Col. at 2:20 f/c. KUTC, 1230, Leadville, Col. at 2:20 f/c. KMW 1310 Mesa, Ariz. f/c at 3:00 time 2:30. KTTR, 1490, Holla, Mo. at 2:47 with f/c. KCLF, 1400, Clifton, Ariz. at 3:03 f/c. That's the letters and loggings this week. Nothing was heard here on the KGAL DX though did log elusive KUSB. Also KGK was unheard here and have reason to believe they were not on. Well, a lot of good DX coming up. But with working 13 hours a day here, sleep is a precious thing. Well, so long gang, I hope everyone didn't get sick over Thanksgiving.

Fred Van Voorhees - Box #132 - Lemoyne, Pennsylvania

Don't know why I have finally managed to sit down and send along a report for this section, but Lefty made some crack about his supporting my section, so I should do the same by his. Not many recent veries, only CFCR, VANCE WAVA and a few on SW. Only loggings here so far this season have been: 9/3, WODR (910) Sturgeon Bay, Wis.; 11/1 WANT (960) Richmond, Va.; 11/2 - YKRE (1075) San Salvador, E.S.; 11/13 - TIPG (625) TIRA (735), and TIPG (995) all heard but not repeated; 11/16 - WCAJ logged on 900 kc/s, test 3:45-4:00. 11/17 - WMQI (970) Santa Clara, Wis., logged at 12:30 s/off; CMBC (990) Havana, Cuba, logged at 12:45 a.m. s/off; CJFJ (1230) Belleville, Ont. logged on special 3:00-3:30. 11/18 - WSKN (830) Kingsport, Tenn. logged at s/off 5:00-5:30 a.m., and finally the same date, WLS (1310) Asheville, N.C. logged at s/off 5:30 a.m. with religious program conducted by the Rev. Buddy Tucker. Not so much, but all I could manage. Thanks to all for the swell support on the foreign pages. I am enjoying it very much. Incidentally, I hope that everyone in the club now knows that our editor has a verie from WNCC, and I think he was heard to admit at the Convention that he hadn't heard WNCC in Brooklyn. Charlie is way ahead of me in DXing this season. I'll really have to step up to catch up. Bye now.

Lefty Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn 26, N.Y.

The verie-pull continues good here, with the total now at 2,155. Letters this week arrived from KOHA, WRFC, WIPG (out 5 months) WCAJ KCNA (a handwritten, 2-ager, with day and night coverage maps drawn by hand on back of the sheets - hi, post-card Lenl) DX this week - on Thanksgiving Day, up all morning and came up with 4 - firstly, Linz Austria on 1394 from 12:10 to 1:00 f/cut, followed by strong signal on 1360 of new WLBW, Lancaster, S.C. I had been chasing this one, and Len my WCAS. At last we have come up with the elusive one, hi. Then took KOUB's f/c on 910 2:10-3:25, TT, and fought my way through WILM-WFPE and came out with WOP, Vidalia, Ga., on all-AM ET with hillbilly music, mostly. Still no ACE or AHD on 5:00 a.m. s/off here, but I hope to land them in December or January. Sunday, 11/25, our DX from KGW was a really tough one - the kind that gives you a warm glow when you finally do get enough for a log. He was never better than S-3 and I didn't know that Jack Rhea was at the mike. Sorry, Jackson! WBNL cut them at 3:55 with an early start, but KGW could still be heard through them. WCKY did not interfere with either, even though they were S-9 on their own adjacent channel. Testers not needed but heard were WAVU on 650, WSTR on 1460, and WHOD on 1470. 11/23 - Looking for KFST 2:30-3:00, and heard first WKRZ, Oil City, then KORK in to 3:00 s/off on top of one or two others, including our DX from Preston, probably. I'm curious as to why the time was advanced??. CGJoy on with an un-publicized MNRC DX with sand music and local data 3:00-3:30 on top of WOBP for a welcome new one, and another welcome one, our WATX DX which had to battle an S-8 carrier all the way. No one else mentions this - I wonder if it is some kind of a freak image I am getting? KOUL was on all night this A.M. 11/28 - WTKN was testing on 1340 at 2:15-2:45 and a tremendous signal here. "Jim Bull" was riding through on 1457, and an all-night female pedaler on 840 (WHAS silent as usual on Wednesdays) turned out to be inexplicably, WBN! Please, fellows, do not make mention of any frequencies when you hear a Civilian Air Command Network test. The FFC has requested us not to publicize these. No luck on DXes from CFR, KFAR KFST. I thought I might land CFR, but the channel was absolutely blank here. I thought I had finally gotten all the way through to the coast on 1340 Monday, but fell 300 miles or so short, but still pleased to add KORK, new NBC outlet in Las Vegas. 73s till 12/8/51.
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SEND ALL ITEMS IN E.S.T. TO RAY EDGE-325 SHIRLEY AVE-BUFFALO, 15, N.Y.

550 WPAB Ponce, P. R. F/C 4th MON 0325-0345 (Duffy-Staten Is, N.Y.)
550 KCNA Tucson Ari F/C 1st MON 0400-0415 per verie (Prater-Tenn)
710 ???? Unknown, playing records-minus talk-11/26-0330-0400 (Duffy)
910 KWJB Minot N D F/C 4th THURS 0210-0225 (Kruse-Iowa)
920 KDVA Wadena, Minn F/C 3rd FRI 0100-0130 per verie (Edge-Bflo)
1150 WTYC Rock Hill S C F/C-TT 4th TUE 0430-0445 (Johanns Bflo N Y).
1160 KSL Salt Lake City Utah seems to be an allnighter (Lefty-Brooklyn)
1230 WCRL Carbondale Penn allnight SUNDAYS-prob till Xmas (Kruse)
1240 WOCY Ely, Nevada F/C 3rd MON 0415-0430, believe reg (Kruse)
1240 CKLB Oshawa, Ont sked 0558-0607, Sun 0758-0807; Jacobson-Minnesota)
1270 WILE Cambridge Ohio S/on 0630; Dec S/off 5 PM (Rosenbaum-WVa)
1280 WIPC Lake Wales, Fla F/C-111 0445-0500 (Johanns) 4th TUES.
1290 WYVE Wytheville Va F/C-FF 3rd SAT at 0550 (Jacobson)
1290 WPBB Jackson ALABAMA F/C 2nd THUR at 0500 per letter-verie from CE. (Rosenbaum and Edge both rec this info but in letter it says at 0400, but they being in EST believe its 0500 EST. E A Allen, CE says he will begin a series of modulated F/Cs in Dec.

KOIL Omaha Neb now allnight (Lefty) On its once a week allnight program Sun thru Mon, says Duffy. So maybe only on MON Ams.
1310 KTKR Taft, Cal F/C 2nd MON 0330-0400; Band Mus in Nov (Edge)
1320 WWHG Hornell NY F/C 3rd WED 0250-0300 (Prater)
1340 WTRC Elkhart Ind F/C-FF 3rd THURS 0300-0310 (Rosenbaum)
1350 WLSB Lumberton N C S/on daily at 0545 (Prater)
1380 KVRC Victoria, Tex F/C-FF 3rd MON 0450-0515 (Kruse)
1410 KOAM Palm Springs, Cal F/C s/off 4th MON 0657, maybe reg? (Wagner)
1360 WLCM Lancaster, Penn still testing 0105 on 11/22 (Lefty)
1410 WELP Easley S C TT/C 11/21 at 0450-0501; Maybe 3rd WED (Johanns)
1430 WHJC Matewan W Va hrd TT/C 11/21 0103-0130-Maybe 3rd WED (Johanns)
1410 KNAL Victoria Texas now on till 0300 EV SUN AM-Want Rpts (Prater)
1420 KUJ Walla Walla, Wash on top at S/off SUN AMs 0145-0201 (Lefty)
1430 KDCR Mt Vernon, Wash F/C 4th THUR 0400-0415 (Kruse)
1440 WHHR Warren, Ohio S/on 0646 (Jacobson)
1450 KWCR Cedar Rapids, Iowa F/C 1st TUES 0400-0415 (Jacobson)
1550 WPAC Patchogue N Y now on reg sked, weak here alday (Lefty)
1590 WXRF Guayama P R F/C 3rd WED 0300-0315 (Kruse)

We of the National Radio Club offer our Deep Sympathy to Member George Hotton of Milwaukee, whose Mother passed away.

* * * * * * *

1220 CKSM Shawinigan Falls, Que will DX for NRC Jan 6th 0300-0330, more info in coming DX Calendar. This info from Rosenbaum.

To all who have LOGS coming from Carroll Weyrich,- The first half has been received, the 2nd half will be received in about 2 weeks according to Carroll. This log was split in 2 sections in order to lower the cost of mailing. To Carroll. Thanks for your efforts in publishing a swell log. I am sure all our members appreciate it.

* * * * * * *

1480 WLEA Hornell, NY now on regular schedule, Daytimer in Buffalo (Edge)
To all who want their DX NEWS by first class mail over the holidays send 4 cents additional postage for each issue you want sent that way to me here at RD 1, North Girard, Penn.
We have several mystery stations this week for all of you to work on. JK asks who the station is on 540 after XEWA signs off on 540. He is apparently in Spanish and JK thinks he may be a Cuban. BS is still hearing his station on 880, and has heard an interval tone like a xylophone used between announcements. Sounds to me like TILS. Do you all agree? On 11/26 BS also heard an extremely weak Spanish speaker on 900 Kcs at 4:45 AM. Anyone know who this one is? On 790 Kcs 11/24 HH had an unidentified station with old US recordings and much popular Spanish music. No announcements were heard. Heard from 3:13 until 4:02 AM sign-off.

ER finishes the mystery section by reporting a station on 936 Kcs between 4:30 and 5:30 AM. He definitely heard the call WSIB and thinks it is an AFRS station. He either uses EST or is 12 hours off, as ER has heard him give time at 5:02 when it was just 5:02 EST. Has anyone heard this one, or does anyone know where it is?

This week we have divided the section up into continents and under them into countries. I think that this may be a little easier for your future reference, as it is sometimes hard to find individual items when you have to search through two pages of material. If you have any other ideas, I'd appreciate them.

ER reports that Europeans have been good and will send along a list of the ones heard in a week or so. He has 437 stations verified in 91 countries, and foreign stations are all he tunes for.

HW has asked that we publish the date when Brazil goes on summer time. I think that it is December 1, but am not sure. Perhaps Steve, or one of the rest of you remembers. Mann Log says December 1. Watch for the early sign-ons from Brazilians from now until April 1.

HW has also asked that we present his problem for any possible solution. He has trouble with split frequency reception due to the TV set causing whistles every 10 to 15 kcs down the dial. He wonders if anyone has found a way to stop it. Says he has noted the trouble at the homes of many DX friends who have TV. He says that our solution is unheard of due to domestic problems. We suggested that he simply shut off the TV, but he says NO. Has Anyone solved this problem. I don't have it---too poor to buy TV, but I use the excuse that TV isn't good enough in this area for me.

Thanks to all of you for fine support this week. It has been our biggest yet, and it is all due to the excellent reports received from the following:

CC-Charlie Conley, 353 Main Street, Demoyne, Pennsylvania.
HW-Harold Wagner, R. D. #1, North Girard, Pennsylvania.
JC-James Critchett, 1210 Essex Street, San Diego 3, California.
SM-Steve Mann, 125 Ward Street, Westbury, New York.
RJ-Ralph M. Johanss, 64 East Huron Street, Buffalo 3, New York.
JK-Dr. John W. Kirk, 415½ Main Street, Point Pleasant, West Virginia.
EC-Ernest Cooper, 438 East 21 Street, Brooklyn 26, New York.
BS-Bob Sanderson, 2073 Waverley Avenue, South Burnaby, British Columbia.
ER-Evan B. Roberts, Danvers, Massachusetts.
HH-Hank Holbrook, 6504 Chestnut Street, Chevy Chase 15, Maryland.
CUBA (Cont'd)-BS adds a fair signal from CMCU (650) at 9:15 PM with high noise level. Seemed lower than assigned power of 1 KW. To then bring CUBA to a close HH adds to our hopes by reporting 2 veries from CMKF and CMFY. CMKF verified for 5 minutes of listening with letter in Spanish. V/s is Arturo de Gongora Viason, Administrator. CMFY send a nice QSL card in English and Spanish. No verie signer legible enough to read.

SOUTH AMERICA

COLOMBIA-HH notes that we will all be interested to know that he verified HJCZ last season, and that they sent a very nice QSL card. Still reported on Sunday mornings.

ARGENTINA-BS had a Spanish speaking station on 820 Kcs. at 4 AM with a very weak signal, readable only at times. He mentioned Argentina and at 4 AM said "audio ------". Thinks it might have been LV7. Did anyone else hear him on 11/26.

ASIA

JAPAN-This week, as usual, our only Asiatic reports are from this country. All from JC who reports the following: AFRS Tokyo on 770 Kc.; JOQK (850) Niigata; JOOC (880) Asanikawa; and JOHK (890) Sendai. All were logged between 5:30 and 6:45 AM on 11/11.

OCEANIA

HAWAII-DD reports verie cards back from KPOA and KULA, both went air-mail both ways. JC adds that he had KHON (1380) Honolulu, at 5:45 AM 11/11. HW reports KPOA signs off at 5:03 AM, hrd 11/26. JC also reports reception of KPOA on 830 on 11/11.

NEW ZEALAND-Among the list of stations reported by JC on 11/11 was 1YA, Auckland on 760 Kcs.

AUSTRALIA-JC's list of 11/11 also included 2BL (740) Sydney, NEW., and 4QG (790) Brisbane, Qld. To these BS adds that 4QG is also his best Australian although others are being heard.

EUROPE

ENGLAND-DD sends along a BBC official list which will be used when we have more space in a later issue. SM reports reception of Ottringham (1295) on 11/23. EC also had BBC on 1457 on 11/22.

FRANCE-HH reports excellent signals from Toulouse (944) also reported by EC and SM. EC heard Nice on 1554 and SM adds Bordeaux (1205) Marseille (1376), group on 1403, these at 1:30 AM and also Bordeaux at 5 PM.

AUSTRIA-Both SM and EC report Linz (1394) coming in well 11/22 and 11/23.

MONACO-All three EC-SM-HH report excellent signals from Monte Carlo on 1466 Kcs. best between 12 and 1 AM.

GERMANY-HH reports the NWDH stations on 1586 are usually good, as early as 11 PM, and his best TA. SM also heard them and adds the following Germans: Stuttgart (1106); Munich (1196); and the synchronize transmitters on 1602 Kcs.

SWEDEN-SM reports reception from Hopby (1178).

HUNGARY-Once again SM has added Budapest on 1187 Kcs with good signals.

MISCELLANEOUS-SM adds the following to his lengthy list of loggabl TA signals: Torun, Poland (1367); Kosice, Czechoslovakia (1286); Luxembourg (1439) and the Dutch on 1594. He heard at 5 PM Madrid (1022) and Parede, Portugal on 1034.

AFRICA

FRENCH MOROCCO-First African reception of the season is reported by SM who heard Rabat operating on 1043 Kcs. at 5 PM on 11/24. Let's hope that we'll have lots more African stations on the air and heard this season.

CONTEST

We acknowledge entries from Bob Sanderson and from Dr. John W. Kirk. Standings will be published next week if space permits, so all should have their up-to-date entries in to me with next week's report.
MEXICO leads off in North America. DC reports the station on 1290 is XNR, "Radio Preste", although he hasn't heard the location yet. Still seems to be in Baja California. Will someone else please check on this call. JK and HH both report XEWA (540) San Luis Potosi, SLP, puts in strong signals. Carries XEN programs. Does anyone know the mailing address for reports? RJ reports XEX (730) with regular sign-off at 1:03 AM, mentions SW XEEX. XEX (1260) Mexico City, coming in well on 11/22 reported by HW. RJ reports XEMC (1590) with poor signal at 10 PM 11/25. He is Mexico City. And finally HH verifies the fact that XEN is the station operating on 695 Kcs., and says that he does have some classical music.

Moving to ST. PIERRE, ER has been hearing a station in French on 546 Kcs. 3-5 with poor modulation. Hrd 11/26 at 7:30 PM. This was not identified, but ER thinks it must have been St. Pierre. Anyone else check this one?

CANAL ZONE-RJ sends along a copy of a recent verie from ACA which lists ACA and ACE20 as the only BCS transmitters in the Canal Zone. ACA 790 Kc and ACE20 (Fort Gullen) 1240 Kc. Present schedule calls for both stations to sign-on at 6 AM. John F. Bunting is verie signer.

BERMUDA-SM reports that a new station will soon join ZBM (1240). This one will have 500 watts and operate on 1340 Kc, SUNDAYS only. He will be on as soon as a 1340 crystal arrives. SM is planning a special show over this one, and he hopes to make a personal appearance on it. He will try to have it on a Tuesday morning. RJ reports ZBM sign-on at 5 AM.

GUADELOUPE-ER reports "Radio Guadeloupe" coming through quite well on 637 Kcs 5:45-8PM. This would be the station who was off his assigned frequency last winter. He is assigned 650 Kcs.

JAMAICA-ER again reports that "Radio Jamaica" has been heard several evenings operating on 869,35 Kcs, instead of his listed 880 Kcs. Not always there, but worth trying between 7:30 and 9 PM. Last heard here on 11/10 rebroadcasting cricket game from Australia. It would pay to watch this station the same times you are watching for "Radio Trinidad" on the cricket matches.

PUERTO RICO-HH reports WPAB (550) Ponce, on 11/19 testing from 3:34-3:47 AM. Also heard on sign-on at 6 AM same morning with some QRM from WKRC. As noted WKVM is now on 1070 Kcs. with 10 KW. from 1230 Kc. Moved 11/15 announces as San Juan now where main studios are located. XNTR is still at Arecibo, 40 miles away. Uses VHF FM relay instead of phone between studio and XNTR. 5 AM-11 PM Schedule. Reports to Ralph Perez Perry, P. O. Box 2507, San Juan. Is highly directional to protect CBA, radiating an effective power of only 3 KW due north. May still dominate when south is good. WRF (1590) checks 3rd Wednesday as noted in bulletin dedicated to listeners and promised veries to all.

This item from RJ.

CUBA-Lots of items on Cuban stations this week with JC leading the total with reception from the following: CMKM (560) Holguin; CMHI (570) Santa Clara; CMCH (590) Havana; CMC (630) Havana; CMHQ (640) Santa Clara; CMBG (690) Havana; CMKJ (730) Holguin. RJ also reports CMKJ hrd between 5:45 and 6 AM with several easy-to-identify tunes, and coming in well. Back to JC's list CMHz (780) Sancti Spiritus; CMCH (790) Havana; CMGZ (830) Havana; CMCF (910) Havana; CMJL (920) Camaguey; CMJN (960) Camaguey; CMJG (1000) Camaguey; CMGZ (1060) Havana; and CMCI (1260) Havana. All heard 11/11 between 5:30 and 6:45 AM.